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Abstract. Inelastic final states with one or two leading 
hadrons are studied in 7r+p and K+p interactions at 
250 GeV/c. In reactions with two leading hadrons, the 
dependence of the average charge multiplicity of associ­
ated pions on their effective mass is essentially consis­
tent with that observed in pp and 7 7 -collisions, but differs 
from that obtained in e+e” -annihilation. The multiplicity 
and (semi)inclusive characteristics of the 7r+-induced non- 
diffractive reactions are compared to predictions of current 
versions of the FRITIOF fragmentation model. We show 
that the hard-like sub-processes, essentially responsible for 
the production of leading hadrons with relatively large trans­
verse momentum as well as for the relatively large multi­
plicity of associated pions, are not properly treated in the 
model.
1 Introduction
One of the characteristic features of muitiparticle production, 
in e+e~-annihilation or lepton-nucleon scattering as well as 
in hadron-hadron collisions, is the increase of the role of 
hard-like effects with increasing collision energy a/ s . In par­
ticular, these effects give rise to a scaling violation observed 
in the Feynman-x dependence of the average transverse mo­
mentum (pT), the lifting of the so-called “sea-gull” wings
with increasing a/ s [1, 2, 3, 4],
In deep-inelastic processes initiated by non-composite 
particles (leptons), the non-scaling effects can be success­
fully described by hard gluon emission from one or two
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leading (current) quarks. The physical picture of the interac­
tion of composite particles (hadrons) is more complicated. 
Nevertheless, it can be supposed that even in that case the 
non-scaling effects derive from hard-like phenomena, such 
as parton-parton scattering and gluon radiation [5, 6].
The consideration of these types of sub-processes in the 
recently proposed version of the FRITIOF fragmentation 
model [6] allows for the reproduction of the charged parti­
cle multiplicity and single-differential inclusive distributions 
in high-energy hadronic collisions. As has been shown for 
meson-proton interactions at 250 GeV/c [7], the model fails, 
however, to reproduce the double-differential spectra (the 
a;-dependence of (px)) for both single particles and hadron 
systems, since it predicts a (pj) that is too small in the frag­
mentation regions. The inconsistency between model and 
data is most evident for leading hadrons (|x| >  0.5), the 
largest fraction of which are known to be identical to the 
incident hadrons (e.g. a proton at x  < -0 .5  and a ?r+(K+) 
meson at x  >  0.5 for the case of 7r+(K+)p-interactions). 
A more detailed experimental study of hadronic final states 
with leading hadron(s) is, therefore, expected to provide new 
information on the underlying hard-like effects necessary for 
the improvement of the model predictions.
This work, therefore, is devoted to the study of the 
properties of leading-hadron production in 7T+p and K*p- 
interactions at 250 GeV/c. The experimental procedure is 
described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present the dependence 
of the average charged particle multiplicity (n) of the asso­
ciated central hadron system Xn on the effective mass M x  
of this system for the reactions
^ P  ^lead Plead X n (1)
K+p -> K+ead piead Xn , (2)
compared to that measured in other hadron-hadron, e+e~ and 
7 7 -collisions. In Sect. 4, the pion induced single-leading-
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hadron processes
7T+P ->  Plead X , ,  (n o n -lead in g )
7T+p 7Tit,ad X„ (non-leading)
(3)
(4)
are studied and compared to the FRITIOF-model predictions. 
The results are summarized in Sect. 5.
2 Experimental procedure
The experiment (NA22) was performed at CERN in the Eu­
ropean Hybrid spectrometer equipped with the Rapid Cy­
cling Bubble Chamber (RCBC) and exposed to a 250 GeV/c 
tagged positive meson-enriched beam. The experimental set­
up and the trigger conditions are described in detail in 
[8 , 9, 10]. Charged-particle momenta are measured over the 
full solid angle with an average resolution varying from 1- 
2% for tracks reconstructed in RCBC and 1-2.5% for tracks 
reconstructed in the first lever arm, to 1.5% for tracks re­
constructed in the full spectrometer, ionization information 
is used to identify protons up to 1.2 GeV/c and electrons 
(positrons) up to 200 MeV/c. All unidentified tracks are 
given the pion mass, except the fast (x  > 0.5) positive par­
ticle in the kaon induced reaction (2), where it is given the 
kaon mass.
Events are accepted when the measured and recon­
structed charge multiplicity are consistent, charge balance 
is satisfied, no electron (positron) is detected and the num­
ber of tracks of bad quality is restricted to 0,1,1,2 and 3 
for charge multiplicity 2,4,6,8 and > 8, respectively. Addi­
tionally, it is required that tracks corresponding to leading 
hadrons (\x\ >  0.5) belong to the properly reconstructed 
ones, and that the system Xn in (3) and (4) does not con­
tain a leading hadron (i.e., a tt+ with x  > 0.5 in (3) or 
an identified proton with x  <  —0.5 in (4)). Candidates 
for elastic scattering, selected according to the criteria de­
scribed in [11] and [12], are excluded from the analysis. We 
have also excluded events of the type (1), (2) and (4) with 
low squared four-momentum transfer to the leading meson 
([¿M—»mI < 0-05 GeV2), as the trigger efficiency is very low 
for these events.
After these cuts, the sample with two leading hadrons 
consists of 2947 events of type (1) and 1702 events type 
(2). In Sect. 3, the non-diffractive processes of reaction (1) in 
particular are considered. A candidate for diffraction disso­
ciation contains at least one leading hadron with \x\ > 0.88 
and no more than 6 charged particles in the final state [13]. 
The non-diffractive sample contains 1252 events of type (1). 
The non-diffractive samples of types (3) and (4), considered 
in Sect. 4, contain 7468 and 9903 events, respectively.
The events are weighted to correct for losses induced by 
the interaction trigger [11]. They are also given a 
multiplicity-dependent weight which corrects for the frac­
tion of badly reconstructed (and therefore excluded) events.
The effective mass of the system Xn produced in (1) and 
(2) is calculated as
M x  =  ( p i  + P z - P p -  P m ) 2/ c (5)
where p i  and P2 are the four-momenta of the incident par­
ticles, p p and pm those of the leading proton and leading 
meson, respectively. Similarly, for (3) and (4), we use
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Fig. la -d . The dependence of the average charged particle multiplicity 
(n) on the effective mass Mx of the centrally produced system Xn for a
TrJuti Plead Xn , b K+p -> K+ad plcad Xn , c our data with n  >  2 
compared to those obtained in pp [15], e+e~ [16-19] and 77  [20] collisions, 
d the non-diffractive 7r+p sample compared to the predictions from two 
versions of the FRITIOF model
7r+ p
= (pi + p2 - P v f / c 2 and M* = (p\ + p2 - p u f / c 2 ,(6) 
respectively.
3 Reactions with two leading hadrons
3.1 The effective mass dependence o f the average 
multiplicity
In Fig. 1, our data on average charged particle multiplicity 
(n) of the hadronic system Xn, produced in reactions (1) 
and (2), are presented as a function of the effective mass Mx 
of this system and compared to the available data obtained 
for hadron-hadron collisions at lower incident momentum 
(147 GeV/c for 7r+p and K+p-collisions [14] and 32 GeV/c 
for pp-collisions [15]), and for e+e~ [16, 17, 18, 19] and 
7 7 -collisions [20] in the relevant effective mass range of 
the final hadron system. In [14] and [15] the leading hadrons 
are required to have |ziead| > 0 .3 , while the more stringent 
cut-off of | i^ead| >  0.5 is applied in our work.
As can be seen from Figs. la  and lb, the average mul­
tiplicity (n) depends on the effective mass, but not on the 
projectile momentum or on the Feynman-z cut. The dis­
crepancy between the data of [14] and the present data at 
Mx < 2 GeV/c2 is due to different selection criteria for
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2-prong events (n=0), the relative contribution of which is 
more significant in the small M x region than it is in the 
large M x  one.
The sub-sample of events with both leading hadrons car­
rying the major part of the incident momentum, |ariead| > 0*8, 
is expected to be enriched in collisions occurring via double- 
pomeron (-reggeon) exchange processes. As follows from a 
comparison of full and open circles in Figs. la and lb, (n) 
for this sub-sample practically coincides with that for the 
sample with |xiead| >  0*5, i.e., for the sample where semi- 
inclusive single diffraction dissociation dominates (note, that
^  s(l - x m )(1 -  |arP|), so that the higher |^iead| cut-off 
leads to a lower M x restriction).
The present data confirm the earlier observation [14, 15] 
that the Mx-dependence of (n) is insensitive to the type 
of hadrons colliding (cf. Figs. la  and lb). Our combined 
(7r+/K +)p data from which the two-prong events (n = 0) 
are excluded (a restriction applied for other data presented 
in Fig. lc), are in good agreement with the pp data [15] 
and do not contradict the data obtained in 7 7 -collisions 
[20]. The curve in Fig. lc represents the e+e" data fit­
ted in the range of M x =  v/ s ^ / c 2= l.4-9.4 GeV/c2 by the
form (n ) = A  + B  In M x + C  In2 M \  with A  = 2.81 ±  0.06, 
B  = 0.22 ±  0.05 and C  = 0.12 ±  0.01 (Mx in GeV/c2).
There is a difference between e+e~ and hadronic data, more 
strongly pronounced at low Mx (<  4 GeV/c2) than at larger 
values. It was observed in pp-collisions (with both lead­
ing protons at 0.44 <  |a?p | < 0.82) [21] that, in the mass
range Mx = 1 4 - 3 1  GeV/c2, the average multiplicity (n) 
even exceeds that observed in e+e~-collisions [17, 22], This 
behavior of (n) in hadron-hadron collisions is generally at­
tributed to the increasing relative contribution of the hard- 
like processes of scattering (absent in e+e” ) and fragmenta­
tion (present in e+e~) [6].
The non-diffractive sub-sample of reaction (1) is given in 
Fig. Id. The enhancement at small mass (Mx < 3 GeV/c*2) 
is caused by the diffractive cut removing events with n  <  6 
and low Mx- The curves will be discussed in Sub-Sect. 3.3.
5.2 Two versions o f  the FRITIOF model
In this and the next sections, the data on the non-diffractive 
sub-samples of reactions (1), (3) and (4) are compared 
with predictions of two versions of the FRITIOF model: 
FRITIOF2.0 [5] and FRITIOF7.0 [6]. Both models include 
the hard-like sub-processes of
i) parton-parton (mainly gluon-gluon) scattering (Rutherford 
parton scattering, RPS),
ii) associated gluon bremsstrahlung in the collision phase, 
and
iii) semihard gluon radiation in the fragmentation phase of 
the two excited (color singlet) strings which behave as a 
color dipole antenna.
In the collision phase , the colliding hadrons emerge as 
two excited (color singlet) strings. A primordial transverse 
momentum Q2t  is given to the string ends, which is assumed 
to have a Gaussian distribution with an average (Q2T). In 
both models, we use {(22T)=0.42 (GeV/c)2 for the primor­
dial transverse momentum. This value is similar to the one
In version 7.0, soft transverse momentum transfer Q-[ also 
takes place between colliding hadrons according to a Gaus­
sian with ) of the size of a squared hadron mass [6 ]. The 
default value (<2j)=0.01 (GeV/c)2 in version 7.0 seems to be 
too small. Even in single-diffractive scattering the squared 
transverse momentum acquired by the excited hadron state is 
(Q|)=0.1-0.15 (Gev/c)2, while in non-diffractive processes 
[25] it is quoted to be 0.25-0.4 (GeV/c)2. As will be shown 
in Sects. 3.3 and 4 below, the model predictions for the 
transverse momentum of the leading tt+ meson badly under­
estimate the experimental data at the default value of (Q j). 
Therefore, an attempt is undertaken to tune the parameter 
(Q \)  from comparison with the experimental data.
In addition, a hard parton-parton elastic scattering 
(Rutherford parton scattering, RPS) can take place in both 
versions with a comparatively large transverse momentum. 
The RPS involves mainly gluons. In FRITIOF7.0 an updated 
version of the gluon-gluon RPS with associated gluon brems- 
strahlung is considered, leading to an increase of the multi­
plicity of particles produced in the central rapidity region and 
allowing [6] for the reproduction of the high-multiplicity tail 
of the charged-particle distribution measured in the NA22 
experiment [9]. With a much smaller rate, the RPS also in­
volves the valence quarks and can, therefore, give rise to a 
relatively large transverse momentum of the leading hadrons.
In the fragmentation phase both versions are based on 
a physical picture, according to which the extended string 
behaves as a color dipole (antenna) radiating semihard glu­
ons [24, 6]. In the string c.m.s., the transverse momentum 
of radiated gluons is restricted by energy-momentum con­
servation, k± < ( M j2)e~ly*l (where M  is the dipole mass 
and y* is the gluon rapidity in the string c.m.s.), and by 
the requirement that the gluon wavelength should exceed
where L  is estimated to be about L ?^0.6-0.9fm [6]. At our 
energy (>/s=21.7 GeV) the mass M  is, according to [25], 
on average less than 0, l*^/s. Evidently, these restrictions 
also limit the transverse momentum of hadrons produced in 
string fragmentation, including hadrons with valence quark 
content, which can acquire a recoil p r  as a result of the 
gluon radiation.
It should be stressed that the character of the string ra­
diation can be influenced by the gluon RPS. This mecha­
nism is considered in the FRITIOF7.0 version but not in 
FRITIOF2.0. The gluon RPS strongly disturbs the color 
field of the string, which now acts as two dipoles with 
smaller mass, radiating gluons with smaller k±  in com­
parison to the case of one undisturbed string. As a con­
sequence, FRITIOF7.0 predicts a larger fraction of events 
with relatively large multiplicity and relatively small trans­
verse momentum of the produced hadrons than that found 
with FRITIOF2.0. As will become clear in Sects. 3.3 and
4, the prediction of the two model versions is very different 
for reactions (1), (3), and (4), particularly for the dependence 
of the average transverse momentum of the leading hadrons 
on their longitudinal momentum and on the multiplicity of 
accompanying pions.
In both versions, the width of the Gaussian p x and 
py transverse momentum distributions for direct (primary)
adopted in deep-inelastic pp  and v(v)p  interactions [3, 23]. hadrons is a x = av = 0.37 GeV/c as in the OPAL setting
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of X n , b effective mass of Xn , c charged-pion rapidity within Xn , d squared 
transverse momentum of charged pions produced in X n
[26]. With these parameters we describe in particular the p \  
distribution of our data up to the experimentally measured 
values of 4.5 (GeV/c)2 in the inclusive reaction 7r+p — ► 7r± X.
To be consistent with the experimental cuts, all particles 
except protons with piab < 1-2 GeV/c are assumed to be 
pions and Monte Carlo events satisfying the “diffractive” 
criteria [13] are excluded.
3.3 The comparison with model predictions
In a comparison of the experimental data with the predic­
tions of the two versions of the FRITIOF model, the model 
parameters were fixed as described above, except for (Qj) 
(the squared transverse momentum transfer between collid­
ing hadrons in the FRITIOF7.0 version) which was varied in 
the wide range of 0.01-0.3 (GeV/c)2. The FRITIOF7.0 pre­
dictions concerning the transverse momentum of the leading 
hadrons (in particular, the dependence of (pr)iead on £iead 
and on the associated multiplicity n) are found to be rather 
sensitive to (Qj). The data on (pr)^- favor larger values 
of (Qy) > 0.2-0.3 (GeV/c)2, while the data on (pt)p favor
smaller values of < 0.1-0.2 (GeV/c)2. In the figures 
below, the FRITIOF7.6 predictions are given at the default 
value of 0.01 (GeV/c)2 (full lines). Distributions particularly
sensitive to the value of (Qj )  are also given at the “interme­
diate” value of (Q \) = 0.2 (GeV/c)2 (dot-dashed). All those 
distributions only given for the default version either stay 
the same or improve slightly when increasing (Q \)  to 0.2 
(GeV/c:)2.
Both versions of the model (FRITIOF2.0 to a larger ex­
tent) underestimate the average charge multiplicity (n) given 
as a function of the effective mass M x  in Fig. Id.
Plots of the charged-particle-multiplicity and effective- 
mass distributions of the central system Xn, as well as the 
inclusive distributions of centrally produced charged pions 
are shown in Fig. 2 for the non-diffractive part of reaction 
(1). The multiplicity distribution (Fig. 2a) is reproduced by 
FRITIOF7.0, while the prediction of FRITIOF2.0 is signif­
icantly narrower and shifted toward smaller multiplicities. 
Both model predictions reproduce qualitatively the general 
trend of the Mx-distribution given in Fig. 2b. They are, 
however, shifted toward slightly higher M x values than are 
the data. Both versions predict a central-pion rapidity distri­
bution wider than the one measured (Fig. 2c). The models 
essentially reproduce the central-pion ^-distribution, which 
can be approximated by a sum of two exponentials with 
slopes b\ = 12.2±0.7 and 62 -  3.7±0.2 (GeV/c)-2  (Fig. 2d), 
The p j  -distributions of centrally produced hadrons were 
measured at higher M x  (11 -  34 GeV/c2) in pp-collisions 
at ^fs -  62 GeV. In the “soft” region, the slope parameter 
b\ is approximately the same, whereas in the “hard” region 
the spectra are flatter (hi ~  2 (GeV/c)-2 ) than those in our 
experiment (at M x  <  10 GeV/c2).
The characteristics of the leading hadrons produced in 
the non-diffractive sub-sample of reaction (1) are presented 
in Fig. 3. Both versions of the model essentially reproduce 
the x -distribution of the leading pion (Fig. 3a). However, 
the predictions for the leading proton are shifted toward 
smaller values of \xp\ (Fig. 3b). The p^-distribution for the 
leading pion, shown in Fig. 3c, can be approximated by a 
sum of two exponentials with slopes 6jr = 6.2 ±  0.8 and 
= 1.7 ±0 .4  (GeV/c)-2 . Both versions of the model fail in 
describing the high p \  -tail of this distribution. The models 
qualitatively reproduce the single-exponential shape of the 
p \  -distribution of the leading proton (Fig. 3d). They pre­
dict, however, a somewhat smaller slope parameter than the 
bp = 5.9 ±  0.2 (GeV/c)2 extracted from the data.
The average transverse momentum (pT) of the leading 
hadrons does not vary significantly with the charged parti­
cle multiplicity n  of the central system Xn (Figs. 3e and 
3f). This trend is roughly reproduced by FRITIOF2.0. On 
the other hand, FRITIOF7.0 reproduces the behavior of the 
leading protons in Fig. 3f, but largely underestmates (pT) for 
the leading 7r+ in Fig. 3e. Changing (Q \)  from its default 
value of 0.01 (GeV/c)2 to 0.2 (GeV/c)2 (dot-dashed lines) 
improves the situation for the 7r+, but now overestimates the 
proton (px)-
In Fig. 4, the x-dependence of (pj) for leading hadrons 
and central pions produced in the non-diffractive sub-sample 
of reaction (1) is compared with that found in the diffractive- 
enriched sample (|xieacj| >  0.8). Leading hadrons acquire a 
larger transverse momentum in the non-diffractive sample. 
However, centrally produced pions (|z| <  0.15) have ap­
proximately the same (pT) in both reactions.
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Both versions of the model reproduce the general trends 
of the data for central pions; in particular, the model re­
produces the observed asymmetry in (p?) with respect to 
positive- and negative-^ regions.
FRITIOF2.0 shows reasonable agreement with the data 
for the leading pion at x  <  0.8, but underestimates the data 
at x  > 0.8. The predictions of FRITIOF7.Q (default) are too
low over the whole range of the leading pion (x >  0.5) and 
tend to underestimate the leading proton data at x  <  —0.85. 
increasing to 0.2 (GeV/c)2 (dot-dashed lines) improves 
(px) for the leading pions, but, again, largely overshoots for 
the leading protons at x  < —0.7.
In conclusion, the multiplicity and semi-inclusive char­
acteristics of reaction (1) are not reproduced by the model 
with a unique set of input parameters.
4 Reactions with a single leading hadron
The multiplicity distribution of Xn and the inclusive char­
acteristics of the non-leading charged pions accompany­
ing the production of a single leading hadron in the non- 
diffractive sample of reactions (3) and (4) are plotted in 
Fig. 5. As for the case of reaction (1), the FRITIOF2.0 ver­
sion badly underestimates the charge multiplicity (Figs. 5a,b) 
and predicts a wider rapidity distribution (Figs. 5c,d), while 
FRITIOF7.0 significantly improves the consistency with the 
data. The ^-distribution of associated pions, like that of cen­
tral pions produced in reaction (1), has a double-exponential 
form (Figs. 5e,f), with similar slopes: b\ = 14.2 ±  0.3 and 
bi = 3.7 ±0.1  (GeV/c)"2 in reaction (3) and b\ = 13.7 ± 0 .3  
and &2 -  3.6±0.1 (GeV/c)"2 in reaction (4). Both model ver­
sions essentially reproduce the non-single exponential form 
of the pj-distribution.
Figures 6a and 6b show the average charge multiplic­
ity {n} versus the effective mass M x  calculated from (6), 
for reactions (3) and (4), respectively. The enhancement in 
the range M x < \/s (  1 — 0.88)1/2/c 2 «  7.5 GeV/c2 re­
flects the selection criteria for non-diffractive events, from 
which the low-multiplicity single-diffractive events (contain-
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ing a leading hadron with |xiead| >  0.88) are excluded. For 
M x  = 8 — 16 GeV/c2, the multiplicity in reaction (3) with a 
leading proton noticeably exceeds that in reaction (4) with a 
leading n + meson. Again, the FRITIOF2.0 version predicts 
multiplicities that are too low, while the FRITIOF7.0 version 
significantly improves the description.
The inclusive spectra of the leading hadron are shown in 
Figs. 6c to 6f. As was the case for reaction (1), the model 
predictions for the ^-distribution in reaction (3) is shifted 
toward smaller values of |&p| (Fig. 6c). Both model ver­
sions also fail to satisfactorily describe the -distribution 
in reaction (4) (Fig. 6d). The ^-distribution of the lead-
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ing proton in reaction (3) (Fig. 6e) and of the leading tt+ 
in reaction (4) (Fig. 6f) are similar to those for the lead­
ing proton and ir+ in reaction (1), respectively, and can be 
approximated by a single-exponential curve with a slope 
bp = 6.0 ±  0.1 (GeV/c)“ 2 and by a double-exponential with
slopes bj = 5.4 ±  0.6 and = 1.9 ±  0.5 (GeV/c)“ 2, re­
spectively. The FRITIOF2.0 version essentially reproduces 
the p^-distributions, except perhaps for the leading 7r+ at
1 (GeV/c)2. FRITIOF7.0 fails in reproducing the 
p^-distributions, especially for the leading 7r \  being too 
strongly peaked at small p?r. With (Q£) = 0 .2  (GeV/c)2, 
FRITIOF7.0 qualitatively reproduces the data for the lead­
ing 7r+, but the prediction for the leading proton is now flatter 
than that found by experiment. We checked that the 7.0 ver­
sion at (Q2) =0.1 (GeV/c)2 can describe the distribution 
for the leading proton, but it still fails in describing that for 
the leading pion.
The average transverse momentum (pT)p of the leading
proton (Fig. 7a) is independent of the charge multiplicity n, 
except for n  = 1. Both models predict the independence of 
n, but FRITIOF2.0 overestimates and FRITIOF7.0 under­
estimates the value. Again, FRITIOF7.0 with (Q^) = 0.2 
(GeV/c)2 overestimates (pr) for the leading proton. Both 
the experimental data and FRITIOF2.0 show a tendency of 
(Pt)tt+ to rise with increasing n  (Fig. 7b). The violent dis­
agreement of FRITIQF7.0 (solid line) for the leading tt+ in
Fig. 7b is remedied for the most part by increasing (Qj) to 
0.2 (GeV/c)2 (dot-dashed line).
In Figs. 7c and 7d, plots of the x-dependence of (pj) for 
the leading hadrons and the associated pions are shown. The 
associated pions carry larger (pj) in the hemisphere oppo­
site to the leading hadron than in the same hemisphere. This 
forward-backward asymmetry in (p?) is essentially repro­
duced by FRITIOF2.0, but not by FRITIOF7.0. In the most 
central region of \x\ <  0 .1, the average transverse momen­
tum is practically the same in reactions (3), (4) as in reaction 
(1) (cf. Fig. 4), and only slightly lower in this case than in the 
non-diffractive inclusive reaction 7r+p —^ in the same
experiment [7]. This region is qualitatively reproduced by 
the models. FRITIOF2.0 also roughly describes the data in 
the region \x\= 0.1-0.4 for reaction (4) (Fig. 7d), but underes­
timates the data for reaction (3) (Fig. 7c). FRITIOF7.0 fails 
in describing the data, particularly in the region of x  > 0.2 
for both reactions (3) and (4).
The ^-dependence of (pt)p for the leading proton in 
reaction (3) (Fig. 7c) and of {pr)n+ for the leading pion 
in reaction (4) (Fig. 7d) do not differ significantly from 
that for reaction (1). Both model versions fail in describ­
ing the x- dependence of (pt)p- FRITIOF7.0 significantly
underestimates the data for x  < —0.7, but overestimates 
them almost over the whole range of j;p for (Q \)  = 0.2
(GeV/c)2, while FRITIOF2.0 predicts a strongly falling de­
pendence at Xp < —0.7 and badly underestimates the data at 
—0.9 (Fig. 7c). The (pt)tt+ data are violently underes­
timated by the default FRITIOF7.0 version but reproduced 
with (Q \) = 0.2 (GeV/c)2, while FRITIOF2.0 badly under­
estimates the data at x *+ > 0.8 (Fig. 7d).
Note that similar to reaction (1), for reaction (3) the de­
scription of the data concerning the transverse momentum of 
the leading proton (Figs. 6e, 7a and 7c) could also be signif­
icantly improved in FRITIOF7.0 at a value of the parameter 
(Qj) of < 0.1 (GeV/c)2. However, in this case, the model 
fails badly in describing the data concerning the transverse 
momentum of the leading pion in reaction (4); in particu­
lar, the model drastically underestimates the data on (pt)tt* 
plotted in Figs. 7b and 7d (not shown).
x p <
5 Summary
Inelastic final states with a single or two leading hadrons 
have been studied in 7r+p and K+p interactions at 250 GeV/c.
The dependence of the mean charged particle multiplic­
ity (n) of the associated pion system on its effective mass 
Mx in reactions with two leading hadrons in the final state is 
consistent with that measured earlier at lower incident mo­
menta. This dependence is insensitive to the type of colliding 
hadrons and to the cut applied on the Feynman-# variable of 
the leading hadrons. It is also consistent with that observed 
for 7 7 -collisions. The average multiplicity (n) is noticeably 
lower in hadronic collisions than in the hard process of e+e~- 
annihilation. However, the difference between the two sets 
of data tends to be reduced with increasing Mx.
The p^-distributions of associated pions in 7r+-induced 
non-diffractive reactions with a single or two leading hadrons 
have a characteristic double-exponential form with slope 
parameters b[ æ  12 -  14 (GeV/c)~ 2 and 62 «  3.6 —
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3.8 (GeV/c) ~2. A similar double-exponential form, but with 
a flatter slope (hi ~  2 (GeV/c)~2) in the large /^-range, 
was observed earlier in pp-collisions at y/s = 62 GeV. Both 
versions of the FRITIOF model essentialy reproduce this 
double-exponential shape.
The multiplicity characteristics of associated pions are 
not reproduced by the FRITIOF2.0 version, which predicts 
too low (n) in the whole available Mx range for all non- 
diffractive reactions considered. FRITIOF7.0 significantly 
improves the description of the multiplicity characteristics. 
This is achieved by means of the updated hard-like mech­
anisms of the RPS and its influence on the gluon radiation 
by excited strings (see Sect. 3 above), providing a larger 
multiplicity of produced pions.
On the other hand, these mechanisms themselves lead 
to a smaller transverse momentum of the leading hadrons 
(as compared with FRITIOF2.0) and drastically worsen the 
predictive power of the FRITIOF7.0 version (at the default 
value of (Q x )= 0 .0 1  (GeV/c)2) for the transverse momentum 
distribution of the leading ir+ meson. Further improvement 
of the predictive power of the model could be achieved by 
tuning the parameter (Q2) on experimental data concern­
ing the transverse momentum of final hadrons (note that the 
other characteristics of the reactions considered are not sen­
sitive to the choice of (Q\)).
An attempt of this tuning, undertaken in the present 
work, shows that;
i) the data concerning (pT)p favor a “moderate” value of
{Qt)  < 0.1 (GeV/c)2, at which, however, the predicted mag­
nitude of (pt)tt+ still turns out to be badly underestimated;
ii) the data concerning (pt)tt+ favor a larger value of 
{Q j ) >  0.2 (GeV/c)2, at which the predicted magnitude of 
(p t)p already turns out to be significantly overestimated;
iii) the x -  dependence of (pj) for associated pions in re­
actions with a single leading hadron cannot be satisfactorily 
described at any value of (Qx).
The current versions of the FRITIOF fragmentation 
model, therefore, do not reproduce simultaneously (with a 
unique set of input parameters) the semi-inclusive character­
istics of non-diffractive meson-proton collisions with lead­
ing hadrons in the final state. The hard-like sub-processes of 
parton scattering and gluon radiation do not seem properly 
treated in the model
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